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To the listener:To the listener:

 - Lars 





() 

Brightest night skies fall and give rise to everything I see in your eyes

() 
More than it seems when it’s 

always a dream, and it’s never your eyes when you see the sky / Veiled in the glare, always walking on air, and you never relate or ever equate, 
doubtful you feel awake

() 

How delicate the line falls between autonomy, oh, and the merry, merry, 
dancing of the pawn

() 

Reaper, behold: Hearts are set ablaze 

() 
 When vacuity 

hollows out the void / Listen with eyes closed for a soundless voice / Erase and change 

() 

A are everywhere resounding / e air in my lungs 
leaves me





() 

Want and erase all hours that trace the clouds that we chase / Flurries of mind end every time ever untied

() () 

Agent, that you can choose love is the reason for your condition

() 

‘If everything is meaningless, I might as well end it here.’

() 
Lead us home, lead us home

() 
I'm all around you / I’ll never leave you / I'm inside your veins, making your heart beat 
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